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I used this source to find out things about the captain of the St. 
Louis: Gustav Schröder. He was a big part of the whole St. Louis 
Vessel because it was his decision how to continue with the 
refugees. The source tell really good things about Schröders 
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This source is about Schröder the captain as well. But the source 
is better to find out something about his life. It explains his whole 
career and talks about his childhood. You’ll get know everything 
about ships he sailed and owned in his life.
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I used this source because I wasn’t exactly sure about why the 
refugees came on that ship and why they were allowed to go on 
it. It just tells that the refugees rent the ship for the voyage to 
Havana and everybody bought themselves Visas for Cuba. And 
they had to flee of the Nazis because they wanted to kill them.
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This source talks about the basic informations about the Voyage 
about the St. Louis. The most useful thing about this Website is 
that it explains really good how the voyage happened. It explains 
exactly what happened at every goal of their route. It represents 
the sight of the captain of the St. Louis because he didn’t want to 
return. It covers everything basic.
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This source is a short YouTube video about the St. Louis route the 
ship had taken. I used this video to image better which route they 
had taken and how long it took them to ship to America and back. 
Maybe I can use this source at the end of a presentation about 
the topic because it’s short and explains quick but good what 
happened.
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This source is almost the same as the first one. The article is
written by Eli Yarhi. The informations are just basic about the  
whole voyage meant what happened and why the ship started.
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